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ABSTRACT 
This paper mainly concentrates on reliability analysis of electrical components. The scope of reliability is not 

limited to any one ofthe engineering discipline as it is a multi-disciplinary subject. In this paper reliability 

analysis is included with probability and statistics to provide better understanding of reliability, stress and risk 

analysis. Also some conventional methods have been used to frame proper estimation of practical performance 

analysis of replaceable and repairable electronics components. Reliability is the key feature of achieving high 

performance of any system. This paper is useful to calculate overall performance of a reliable system in both 

was i.e. quantitatively and qualitatively. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Reliability Engineering is the systems probability of performing adequate function for a particular operating 

time, under operating conditions. It is concerned at high risk conditions. The achievements of reliability are 

derived from reliability engineering. The integration of reliability engineering with other engineering disciplines 

add throughout the systems overall development. Reliability prediction provides a quantitative baseline to assess 

reliability engineering in various disciplines. By focussing on reliability prediction after selecting a design we 

can predict rate of failures and its stress analysis completely.  
 

II. FAILURE MECHANISMS FOR ELECTRICAL DEVICES 
 

It is usually divided into three type’s i.e. electrical stress, intrinsic and extrinsic. Higher voltage level causing 

damage to electrical devices or due to any human error is involved in damage then it is considered as electrical 

stress failure. If poor manufacturing or design procedure error takes place then it is categorised as intrinsic 

failure. If any error in device packaging or interconnections takes place along with environmental effects on 

electrical devices then it is termed as extrinsic failure.  
 

III. AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS 
 

It is performed to verify operational probability of a system. Here we consider inherent availability of different 

system parts at operational condition during an interval of time ’T’ can be expressed by, 

                                                                                           [1] 
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Where ‘u’ is the mean uptime during time T and d is the mean downtime during time T, T= u + d. 

u d A 

56 32 0.636364 

45 36 0.555556 

52 24 0.684211 

36 44 0.45 

42 31 0.575342 

58 21 0.734177 

28 33 0.459016 

 

Table 1 Availability Data of a Power UPS System Components 

 
 

IV. ESTIMATING PARAMETERS VIA ARRHENIUS MODEL ANALYSIS  
 

Let us consider an electronic device to be tested under elevated temperatures of 30oC, 40oC and 50oC. Now we 

are assuming some data of 10 electrical components which we can take in consideration through practical 

performances as follows: 
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30oC 40 oC 50 oC 

1940 605 58 

3518 633 64 

4593 670 82 

5563 750 78 

7536 1290 132 

10799 1398 188 

11632 1856 231 

15698 2096 244 

19785 2163 314 

22987 2855 326 

Table 2. Time to failure (t) in hours 

According to Arrhenius model we have, 

                                                                              [2]           

 

S.no. 30oC 40 oC 50 oC 

1 7.570443 6.405228 4.060443 

2 8.165648 6.45047 4.158883 

3 8.432289 6.507278 4.406719 

4 8.623893 6.620073 4.356709 

5 8.927447 7.162397 4.882802 

6 9.287209 7.242798 5.236442 

7 9.361515 7.526179 5.442418 

8 9.661289 7.647786 5.497168 

9 9.892679 7.679251 5.749393 

10 10.04268 7.956827 5.786897 

 

Σ E[ln(t)]/10 8.99651 7.119829 4.957787 

     

Table 3. Logarithm Values of time ‘t’ as ln (t) 
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Using transformations Y=ln t, x=1/T, βo=A, β1=B we have, 

 

Y=E[ln(t)] t oC x=(t oC+273)-1 

8.99651 30 0.0033 

7.119829 40 0.003195 

4.957787 50 0.003096 

 

Table 4 Data Transformation of Arrhenius model 

Now by using above transformed data and line equation Y=βo+ β1x we can find estimates of parameters A and B 

as, 

Â=exp (β1)= exp (-56.091) = 4.36504* 10-25 h-1and  = 19742oK                            [3] 
 

V. PROBABILITY RISK ASSESSMENT 
 

PRA is a systematic procedure to investigate operational and building aspects of complex systems.  By 

estimating and reducing major errors we can increase strength of any system. To analyse these errors we follow 

this process. Here are some major changes in this approach which have been taken place while studying this 

system: 

1. Objectives and methodologies 

2. Familiarization information 

3. Logic modelling 

4. Uncertainty analysis 

5. Sensitivity analysis 

6. Interpretation of results 

7. Consequence determination 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
 

Hence we have estimated parameters A and B using Arrhenius model and after analysis of Arrhenius model we 

can approach for risk assessment analysis and follow the above approach related to PRA. After PRA this 

detailed analysis can be combined with system reliability confidence limits based on component failure data. 

For this using Lloyed-Lipow method or Maximus method we can predict uncertainity of the system. System 

reliability statics via trends in observed failure events can be calculated through binomial distribution method. In 

future aspects we can determine Root cause analysis of the observed data and perform risk analysis of this 

system. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Tilt Detector is used to detect the change in angular position of the system or an object and visually 

indicate the direction of tilt. The paper represents the total idea about this project and the working of it. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Detecting the change in angular position of a system or an object is necessary for applications such as motion 

sensing and motion control. There must be some device which can detect that change in angular position of a 

system. One such device is a Tilt Detector which detects the change in tilt with the help of accelerometer. 

II. TILT DETECTOR 
The Tilt Detector is a device which detects the change in angular position of the system or an object and visually 

indicates the direction of tilt. 

 
Figure 1: Image of a tilt detector 

III. CONCEPT 
An Accelerometer, which is an electromechanical device comes under the family of Micro-Electro-Mechanical 

Systems or MEMS devices. 

Tilt detection is a simple application of an accelerometer where a change in angular position of a system or an 

object in any direction is detected and indicated visually through LED’s. An Arduino Uno board is used to 

process the data received from the accelerometer and switch on the corresponding LED to indicate the direction 

of tilt. 
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IV. CIRCUIT DESIGN 
The circuit only requires an Arduino Uno board, an Accelerometer module and few other components for 

construction.  

Pins A0 to A5 of the board are connected to pins ST, Z-axis, Y-axis, X-axis, GND and VCC of the 

accelerometer module, respectively. The values for the accelerometer are predefined by user according to the 

requirement in the tilt level by using Self-Test pin (ST). Pins 8 to 12 of the board are connected to LED’s. 

 
Figure 2: Circuit diagram 

V. WORKING 
When there is a change in angular position of the system or an object on which the accelerometer is mounted, 

logic levels are provided to VCC and GND of the accelerometer module through pins A5 and A4, respectively. 

The microcontroller of the board receives data for X, Y and Z axis from the accelerometer at pins A3, A2 and 

A1, respectively. This data is continuously compared with predefined values for each axis.  

If the received value for any axis crosses the predefined value, the corresponding LED (Green) is lit. If the 

angular tilt is within the threshold limit for each direction, the LED in the center (Red) is lit. 

VI. TESTING 
To test the circuit, check for the voltage levels at the test points as shown in the test points table below: 

Table 1: Test points 
 

TEST POINTS 

Test Point Details 

TP0 0V, GND 
TP1 5V 
TP2 Low 
TP3 High 

 

For functional testing of the circuit we need to trigger the values for LED’s after assembling the circuit. The 

steps involved in this process are: 

· Connect the Arduino board to the computer with USB cable. 

· Open the source code (test.ino) in the Arduino IDE and burn it on the Arduino board. 
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· Open the serial port from Arduino environment and press reset button. 

· You will see the screen shown in Fig. 3 in which the values of X, Y, and Z axis will vary 

corresponding to the position of your accelerometer. 

 
 

Figure 3: Screenshot of values for X, Y and Z axis 

· Tilt it to the left and note the value for ‘A_max’ after which you want the corresponding LED to glow. 

The same trigger will be applied for backward tilt too. 

· Tilt it to the right and note the value for ‘A_min’ after which you want the corresponding LED to glow. 

The same trigger will be applied for forward tilt too. 

· The trigger values are defined by ‘A_max’ and ‘A_min’ in the final code (tiltdetection.ino). 

· Open the final code in the Arduino IDE and put the values for ‘A_max’ and ‘A_min’ as shown in the 

Fig. 4. 

 
 

Figure 4: Screenshot of changing trigger values 

· Program the Arduino again with the new code and the system is ready to work. 

· If the angular tilt is within the threshold, red LED will glow. Otherwise green LED’s corresponding to 

each direction will glow. 
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· You can see the same on serial port also. Connect the USB and open the serial port in Arduino 

environment. You will see on the serial port ‘forward’ if tilted forward, and similarly for the other 

directions. 

VII. RESULTS 
The results can be seen by opening the serial port in the Arduino environment as shown in the Fig. 5 below: 

 
Figure 5: Screenshot of result 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
In summary, a Tilt Detector is a device that visually indicates the direction of tilt made by the system or an 

object. It can be used for various applications like tilt detection, obstacle detection, motion inputs, and 

earthquake sensing. It can also be used in theft protection, disk drive protection, mobile devices, gaming 

systems, etc.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Forging is a manufacturing process involving the shaping of metal using localized compressive forces and the 

compressive force is from compressed air. An air compressor is a device that converts power into kinetic energy 

by compressing and pressurizing air. Air compressor unit is one of the major parts of energy consumption in 

most industries. Compressors are used to pressurize the air for the process requirement of the industry.  In a 

forging industry the major part of energy consumption is by the compressor units which produces the 

compressed air required for powering the hammer. The compressed air is stored in tanks and then supplied to 

these hammering units. There is huge loss of compressed air through leakage and other faults. This would lead 

to a condition where the compressor units have to work for a longer time than the normal time required for 

producing the compressed air at required pressure. And in a forging industry different types of jobs are used 

and the required pressure for forging would also be different. 

Keywords : Compressed Air, Forging, Hammering Units, Leakage. 

I.   INTRODUCTION  
Energy is one of the most important factors to global prosperity. It plays a key role in achieving the desired 

economic growth. The entire fabric of developmental goals is webbed around a successful energy strategy. 

Energy is a pivotal prerequisite of developed economy and social structures. One of the major problems 

concerning its supply is the depleting nature of the extraction of fossil resources, combined with the need for 

transition to renewable energy supplies. The last depends on a number of scientific and technological 

breakthroughs. Meanwhile, energy conservation promises to fill the gap between supply and demand. Several 

measures for conservation of energy are very important for consideration. The conservation of energy, therefore, 

is using less more wisely than before. Saving a watt is nearly always cheaper than increasing the supply by a 

watt. The energy industry is one of the most capital intensive. Efficient utilization of energy resource is not only 

conservational it also saves capital investment. Thus conservation is really the cheapest of energy resources at 

least until its potential is exhausted. 

About half of all energy generated in falls on industrial production. At the same time about 30% of this energy is 

spent by turbo mechanisms like pumps, blowers and compressors. The air compressor type, model and size are 

important factors in the compressor’s energy consumption, but the motor power rating, control mechanisms, 

system design, uses and maintenance are also fundamental in determining the energy consumption of a 
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compressed air system. System design plays an important role in increasing the efficiency. Four aspects of 

system design that are crucial in deciding compressor efficiency are saving for times of need, straightening the 

path as narrow delivery lines, looping and sharp bends in the lines can create pressure drops in the system and 

reduce end use pressure, use of cooler intake air as the energy required to compress cool air is much less than 

that required to compress warmer air and the last one is the recovery of waste heat. It is said that for every 1 bar 

over the required usage pressure that a compressor generates air an extra amount of 7% will be added to the 

energy cost.  

Over the first ten years of life of a typical air cooled compressor, with two shift operation, the operating cost 

(electricity and maintenance) will equal about 88% of the total lifetime cost. The cost of the original equipment 

and installation will account for the remaining 12%. As energy accounts for about 76% of the overall lifetime 

operating cost, it is very important to design more efficient components for your compressed air system. So the 

overall expected lifetime operating costs should also be considered, and not just the initial cost of the equipment. 

Most facilities can easily save 10-20% of their compressed air energy costs through routine maintenance such as 

the fixing of air leaks, lowering air pressure, and replacing clogged filters. Even higher savings numbers can be 

gained by choosing better compressor control, adding storage receiver capacity, and upgrading air dryers and 

filters. There is huge loss of compressed air through leakage and other faults. This would lead to a condition 

where the compressor units have to work for a longer time than the normal time required for producing the 

compressed air at required pressure. 

II. FORGING INDUSTRY 
Since the Industrial Revolution, forged parts are widely used in mechanisms and machines wherever a 

component requires high strength. Forging is a manufacturing process involving the shaping of metal using 

localized compressive forces. The blows are delivered with a hammer (often a power hammer). In a forging 

industry the first process would be the die design and die manufacture. According to the consumer demand 

required shape is designed on the die. Then it is taken to the forge shop where after heating the metal to a 

particular temperature and soaking it for a specific time in the furnace. Now shaping is done in the forge shop 

and then it is taken to heat treatment section and finally it is taken for finishing and testing is done as a part of 

quality assurance. 

The hammers used here are mainly pneumatic hammers and uses compressors to provide the compressed air for 

its operation. The compressors are mainly reciprocating type and are run with the help of induction motors. Due 

to this there is large energy consumption. 

III.   COMPRESSED AIR  
 

Compressed air is used widely throughout industry and is often considered the “fourth utility” at many facilities. 

Almost every industrial plant, from a small machine shop to an immense pulp and paper mill, has some type of 

compressed air system. In many cases, the compressed air system is so vital that the facility cannot operate 

without it. Compressed air systems consist of a supply side, which includes compressors and air treatment, and a 

demand side, which includes distribution and storage systems and end-use equipment. A compressor is a 

machine that is used to increase the pressure of a gas. A modern industrial compressed air system is composed 

of several major sub-systems and many sub-components. Major sub-systems include the compressor, prime 

mover, controls, treatment equipment and accessories, and the distribution system. The compressor is the 
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mechanical device that takes in ambient air and increases its pressure. The prime mover powers the compressor. 

Controls serve to regulate the amount of compressed air being produced. The treatment equipment removes 

contaminants from the compressed air, and accessories keep the system operating properly. 
 

IV. TYPES OF AIR COMPRESSOR 
A compressor is a device which is used to compress air, gas or vapour. The compressed air has wide applications 

in industry as well as in commercial equipment. It is commonly used in forging industry to power the hammers, 

in power plants for driving pneumatic tools etc. 

4.1 Reciprocating air compressors  
Reciprocating air compressors are positive displacement machines, means that they increase the pressure of the 

air by reducing its volume. This means they are taking in successive volumes of air which is confined within a 

closed space and elevating this air to a higher pressure. The reciprocating air compressor accomplishes this by a 

piston within a cylinder as the compressing and displacing element. Single-stage and two-stage reciprocating 

compressors are commercially available. The reciprocating air compressor is single acting when the compressing 

is accomplished using only one side of the piston. A compressor using both sides of the piston is considered 

double acting. 

4.2 Rotary compressors 
Rotary air compressors are positive displacement compressors. They have rotors in place of pistons and give a 

continuous, pulsation free discharge air. They are directly coupled to the prime mover and require lower starting 

torque as compared to reciprocating machine. They operate at high speed and generally provide higher 

throughput than reciprocating compressors. Also they require smaller foundations, vibrate less, and have a lower 

number of parts, which means less failure rate. The most common rotary air compressor is the single stage helical 

or spiral lobe oil flooded screw air compressor. These compressors consist of two rotors within a casing where the 

rotors compress the air internally. There are no valves. 

4.3 Centrifugal compressors  
The centrifugal air compressor is a dynamic compressor which depends on transfer of energy from a rotating 

impeller to the air. Centrifugal compressors produce high-pressure discharge by converting angular momentum 

imparted by the rotating impeller (dynamic displacement). In order to do this efficiently, centrifugal compressors 

rotate at higher speeds than the other types of compressors. These types of compressors are also designed for 

higher capacity because flow through the compressor is continuous. Adjusting the inlet guide vanes is the most 

common method to control capacity of a centrifugal compressor. By closing the guide vanes, volumetric flows 

and capacity are reduced. The centrifugal air compressor is an oil free compressor by design. The oil lubricated 

running gear is separated from the air by shaft seals and atmospheric vents. 

 

V. COMPRESSED AIR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 

When a compressed air distribution system is properly designed, installed, operated and maintained, it is a major 

source of industrial power, possessing many inherent advantages. The primary objective of a compressed air 

distribution system is to transport the compressed air from its point of production to its points of use in 

sufficient quantity and quality and at adequate pressure for efficient operation of air tools and other pneumatic 
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devices. However, many other considerations come into the design of the system to ensure the efficiency and 

safety of the total system. These include air volume flow rate, air pressure requirements, types and number of 

compressors, air quality, air system efficiency, air system safety, air system layout, air volume flow rate 

requirements. 

One problem is that the variety of points of application may require a variety of operating pressure 

requirements. Equipment manufacturers should be consulted to determine the pressure requirement at the 

machine, air tool or pneumatic device. The proper capacity to be installed is vital. The capacity rating of air 

compressors generally is published in terms of free air, which is at atmospheric conditions of pressure, 

temperature and relative humidity and not at the pressure, temperature and relative humidity required at the air 

tool or pneumatic device to be operated. Determination of the average air consumption is facilitated by the use 

of the concept of load factor. Pneumatic devices generally are operated only intermittently and often are 

operated at less than full load capacity. The ratio of actual air consumption to the maximum continuous full load 

air consumption, each measured in cubic feet per minute of free air, is known as the load factor. It is essential 

that the best possible determination or estimate of load factor be used in arriving at the plant capacity needed. 

When a compressed air system operates at a pressure higher than required, not only more energy consumed in 

compressing the air, but end uses consume more air and leakage rates also increase. This increase may be 

referred to as Artificial Demand. To minimize the effects of artificial demand, the use of a Pressure/Flow 

Controller is recommended. Safety in the workplace is a primary design consideration. In a compressed air 

distribution system there are several factors involved. The pressure rating of all piping must meet or exceed the 

maximum pressure to which the system may be subjected. 
 

VI. METHODOLOGY 

Presently there are 8 compressor units and each of them run by a 270 hp motor. The compressed air distribution 

systemis in a ring line arrangement. There are eight storage tanks in which six of them are of 20 m3, one of 5m3 

and one of 3m3 and three hammers. There is large energy consumption by these compressor units. Here in the 

plant the compressors are operated depending upon the compressed air demand. At present the compressors are 

switched on or off as per the requirement of the hammers operated. This switching on and off the units leads to 

large energy consumption. The main drawback of the ring line arrangement it that air flow do not have a 

specific direction. Direction of flow is to the area of pressure drop and it changes depending upon the use of 

tools i.e. hammers. Sectioning of the storage tanks would be an effective method to reduce the operation time of 

compressors. It have been also identified that there is leakage of compressed air in the plant which demands 

more operation time for the compressor units. 

Receiver filling method is used for the capacity testing of the compressor. Here the volume of the receiver is 

calculated. The sizes and the length of the pipes up to the isolation valves are measured. This volume is added to 

the receiver volume and called effective receiver volume. The valves which isolate the compressor receiver 

from the delivery lines are closed. Pressure gauge reading is noted. It reads zero as all the air in the receiver is 

drained. Compressor is started and kept on full load. The time taken by the compressor to reach a certain set 

pressure is recorded.   

To estimate the amount of leakage in the system, start the compressor when there are no demands on the system. 

A number of measurements are taken to determine the average time to load and unload the compressor. The 
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compressor will load and unload because the air leaks will cause the compressor to cycle on and off as the 

pressure drops from air escaping through the leaks. 

Total leakage (percentage) can be calculated as follows: 

Leakage (%) = [(T x 100)/ (T+t)] 

Where: T=on-load time (minutes) 

t=off-load time (minutes) 

Leakage will be expressed in terms of the percentage of compressor capacity lost. The percentage lost to leakage 

should be less than 10% in a well maintained system. Poorly maintained systems can have losses as high as 20 

to 30% of air capacity and power. Leakage can be estimated in systems with other control strategies if there is a 

pressure gauge downstream of the receiver. 

TABLE 6.1 AVERAGEPERCENTAGE ENERGY COMSUMPTION 

Air compressors 33% 

Forge shop equipment 17% 

Die shop equipment 10% 

Heat treatment equipment 17% 

Canteen boiler 3% 

Lighting 4% 

Oil Fired Furnaces,E.O.T Cranes, Pumps, F&D 
equipment etc. 

16% 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The aim of this project was to reduce the energy consumption by the pneumatic operated equipped tools in the 

forging industry. Due to the ring line compressed air distribution system the pattern of operation was such that 

all the storage tanks have to be filled even for the use of smallest rated hammer. For this minimum of three 

compressors have to kept in operation and at times one of them would be running in unloaded condition which 

is considered as leakage. So by sectioning of the storage tanks the use of compressor units could be reduced and 

also the energy consumption. For sectioning motorized butterfly valves are used as the overall set pressure is 

below 10 kg/cm2. This reduces the need of filling all the air receivers hence reducing the unwanted operation of 

compressors. And by this the compressors can be operated at different pressure as the hammers require different 

pressure. Lower operating pressure would reduce the energy consumption. 
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ABSTRACT 
Current Differencing Tran conductance Amplifier (CDTA) based analog inverse filter configuration is proposed 

in this paper. This topology can be use to synthesize inverse high pass filter (IHPF) and inverse band pass filter 

(IBPF). The results have been verified using PSPICE. The simulation results are closed to theoretical value.    
 

Keywords: CDTA, GAIN, IHPF, IBPF, Phase 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Inverse filter is a building block of communication system and Instrumentation system. The inverse filters are 

commonly used in communication, speech processing, audio and acoustic system [1, 2] and instrumentation [3]. 

Inverse Filter reverse the distortion of the system that caused the distortion should be known as priori and the 

inverse filter i.e. used to remove distortion should have reverse transfer characteristics so as to result in an 

undistorted desired signal [4]. The literature survey of the inverse filter suggest that numerous type of digital 

inverse filter has been designed but analog inverse filter remain unexplored in this area because of limited 

availability of analog inverse filter circuit design [5,6]. However recent research trends that the area is now 

gaining a new interest. A brief literature survey to analog inverse filter is presented here. CDTA based trans-

impedance type first order all pass filter has been proposed [7]. In it single CDTA with only two passive 

components are used. Various other digital filters are available i.e. optical focusing by spatio temporal inverse 

filtering of room acoustic real time inverse filter focusing through iterative time reversal and realization of 

current mode FTFN based inverse filter has been proposed [8]. Current mode all pass filter using CDTA has 

been proposed [9]. This circuit has two inputs and single output and both input provides first order all pass filter 

responses independently. Current mode filter and inverse filter using single FTFN has been designed. In it nuller 

are used for realization [10].  

This literature survey reveals that a few number of analog inverse filters has been proposed so far, to the best of 

the authors knowledge. One analog universal filter configuration using CFOA has been proposed by Neeta 

Pandey [11]. Another configuration for analog inverse filter is presented here. Therefore the aim of this paper is 

to present analog inverse filter using CDTA. This paper gives the configuration of IHPF and IBPF. 
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II. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
Current mode technique has wide bandwidth which is virtually independent of closed loop gain, greater linearity 

and large dynamic range [15]. These are the key performing features of current mode technique. CDTA can 

operate in wide frequency range because of current mode operation and CDTA is free from parasitic input 

capacitance. Its input to output behavior predetermines this current component particularly for current mode. 

We can consider CDTA as a current operational amplifier if intermediate z terminal is not taken out . 

2.1 Basic Operation 
CDTA has five input nodes p, n, z, x+ and x-. It has two low impedance current input terminals p and n and an 

auxiliary output terminal z  

 

Fig.1. Symbol of CDTA 

Current is applied on input terminal p and n. The difference of input current flows on output terminal z. External 

impedance is connected to z terminal and the voltage over this terminal is converted to the output current by the 

output transconductance g and provides positive output g to x+ terminal and negative output –g to x- terminal. 

Output current of x+ terminal and x- terminal is equal in magnitude but opposite in direction. The magnitude of 

current is product of transconductance and the voltage at z terminal impedance [13]. 

VP = Vn = 0           (1) 

IZ = IP – In           (2) 

Ix = gm.Vz  = gm.Zz.Iz          (3) 

Ix
+ =gm.Vz           (4) 

Ix
- = - gm.Vz            (5) 

 

These equations show the all possible implementation of CDTA. Here the voltage of the terminal p, n, z and x 

are shown as Vp , Vn  , Vz  and Vx.. For CDTA +- the following equations are true. 
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III. PROPOSED CIRCUIT 
Inverse high pass filter is a filter that passes the frequency higher than the cut off frequency and attenuate the 

frequency lower than the cut off frequency. The inverse low pass filter is a filter having inverse transfer 

characteristics of the high pass filter. It means it passes the frequency lower than the cut off frequency and 

attenuates the frequency higher than the cut off frequency. 

Standard equation of Inverse High Pass Filter.  

( )61)( 2
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o
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The proposed Inverse High Pass Filter is shown in fig 2, Transfer function of this filter is shown below. 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic Diagram of Proposed Inverse High Pass Filter 
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Now By Using CDTA Property 
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By using equation 
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According to CDTA property output are equal in magnitude but opposite in phase.  

By using equation (9)
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By using equation (9) 
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By using equation (10) 
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Now Final Output is 

++ ++= 321 xxzout IIII  

By using equation (8), (13) and (12) 
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By comparing equation (12) with standard Inverse High Pass Filter equation (6) 

ωo
2= 2

mg / 2 1 2RR C C  

ωo=gm/  

2Πfo= gm/  

fo= gm/  

and  
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 = 2
mg / 1RC  

Therefore 

Q=  

Phase angle of Inverse High Pass Filter 
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By using equation (15) 
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
To verify the proposed inverse filter response of the ILPF, IHPF and IBPF are simulated on PSPICE using 350 

nm Level 3 CMOS Process Parameter provided by MOSIS (Agilent).A ±3.5 V Supply voltage is chosen. 

Magnitude and phase response of the system is obtained by connecting capacitance and resistance to the filter. 

The CDTA is used as the basic building block for all inverse filters. 

Proposed inverse high pass filter shown in Fig. 2 is simulated by selecting R1=1Kῼ, R2=10Kῼ, C1=C2=10nF, 

a 100mV AC source is applied to the inverse high pass filter. Fig. 4 shows the AC Response (Frequency) for the 

applied input. 

 

Fig. 5 shows the phase response for the IHPF for the above values of resistance and 

capacitances. 
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Fig. 4  Magnitude response of Inverse High Pass Filter 

 

Fig. 5 Phase response of Inverse High Pass Filter 

V. CONCLUSION  
This dissertation is focused on analysis and performance of Inverse High Pass Filter (IHPF)  using Current 

Differentiating Transconductance Amplifier (CDTA) with desirable frequency response. The basic building 

block performance analysis of the filter is done by frequency analysis on P- SPICE. Simulation result of these 

filters is very close to theoretical value. 
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ABSTRACT 

Biometric UID system is a technique that is used to identify a person using quantifiable biological or behavioral 

characteristics along with demographic information. Biometric UID system had been used in vast area of 

applications providing identification and security in major aspects .UID system contains unique identification 

number that can establish a person identity at any place, any time. Biometric UID system provides a 

comprehensive view of its vast inventory of assets. Though Biometric process has several advantages it is 

vulnerable to attacks which compromise the security objectives of the system .Confidentiality ,integrity , 

availability are the main properties of biometric security systems .In biometric UID systems storage , the 

template and database are the crucial parts .To overcome the security issues towards the template information, 

a cryptographic approach template security is proposed which will use a non –invertible transform approach 

with key binding  which eventually reduces the storage requirements. The proposed system of biometric 

template protection will be worth challenging the existing biometric template protection methods used in the 

biometric UID systems. 

Keywords: Biometric Template-Security- Encryption Methodology –Irrevocability- Projection –

Transformation-Cube 

 
I  INTRODUCTION 
 

Identification is very much important because of finding the person under mass surveillance [1]. Authentication is 

also needed in various sectors as internet evolves everywhere. Today all technology evolves with the touch of 

internet and almost everything we do online which requires online authentication, identification and e-transaction. 

As internet grows consequently identification and authentication are also needed. To identity the people under 

surveillance identification is much needed [1]. Traditional approach of identification and authentication involves 

user name and password. Password based system is such a messy as people always prefers easy password and 

uses the same password for many accounts is makes the job of hackers very easy.     Thus unlike an password 

system , biometrics which is an bodily element and uses the biometric traits as password .Biometric traits is an 

bodily element so users doesn’t want to carry it anywhere nor to remember . Biometric traits provide the unique 

to a great certainty. Biometric system in which the biometric data used are very sensitivity and can’t be false 

proof. Biometric database once compromised it is compromised forever. 
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A biometric template is a digital reference of distinct characteristics that have been extracted from a biometric 

sample. Templates are used during the biometric authentication process .In biometrics, a fingerprint tem plate is 

the name used to describe a stored file in a fingerprint scanning system .When a fingerprint is entered in to the 

system, only a “template” of the fingerprint Is stored, not an image of the fingerprint .A fingerprint template is 

smaller than the actual fingerprint image and using the template instead of an image makes for faster processing 

time.  

Biometric security has few characteristics which should be preserved to have a secure processing using these 

biometric features. These characteristics are very unique especially for the sensitiveness of biometrics. The 

characteristics are broadly classified into physiological and behavioral characteristics. Any distinguishing 

characteristics of an individual that can be measured and extracted from a biometric sample for the purpose of 

biometric identification. Biometric is mainly used to follow a simple rule of “Defend yourself against identity 

theft. 

One of the most challenging characteristics of biometric is that these characteristics may be affected by changes 

in age, environment, disease, stress, occupational factors change in human interface [19]. These characteristic of 

biometric template can be handled using the approximate security algorithms in which storage issues are also 

concerned The user keys are replaced with biometric trait for flexible usage of the system. 

Two most important concern of biometric system are security and storage of biometric templates. Storing such a 

template means that it requires more storage space and also it should be stored securely. These two concerns must 

be addressed in all biometric systems. If the biometric data is recorded in central database, privacy concerns may 

be higher. To satisfy the privacy concerns many encryption algorithms are used and for storage space reduction 

many cropping and size reduction algorithms are used. 

Problems With large database make biometric identification process does not scale well with size and also search 

space will be high. Biometric templates are high dimensional and has no linear ordering or sorting exists for 

biometric data. Biometric templates with no privacy means other person to easily theft the person’s individuality 

and it will severe issue since biometrics once compromised it is compromised forever. 

Biometric traits follow very important characteristics irrevocability.  Thus to maintain its characteristics biometric 

must be reversed .Unlike password system in which once password are compromised we can demand for another 

password .But in biometric system in which once the biometric traits are compromised then we can’t change or 

demand for another biometric as it is bodily element of an individual .Thus biometric can’t be replaced . Thus 

securing these biometric traits are growing now and many technology and methodology have been followed in 

various identification system.One of the mandates given to UID is to define usages and applicability of 

authentication for delivery of various services. UID provides authentication using the user’s demographic and 

biometric information. The biometric traits are secured in database, communication channel, etc. 

Various techniques have been discussed along with advantages and disadvantages in the following sections with 

the explanation of the algorithm being discussed. 

II REVIEW ON VARIOUS BIOMETRIC TEMPLATE PROTECTION TECHNIQUES 
 
Biometric has been used in various applications for its uniqueness and authentication [1] .While using biometric 

systems, only the feature which are extracted from the biometric are used. These feature of the biometric trait are 

called as biometric template and these template are stored in the database and used during enrollment and 
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verification process .During the process the biometric traits are taken as input using the sensors and they are 

converted into digital information and these digital information of a biometric traits are called as template and 

used for the authentication purpose. These biometric template has to be protected because biometric once 

compromised then it is compromised forever. Thus to maintain its irrevocability characteristics template 

protection is needed. Thus if a user A wants to create a mail account with another user  B using his biometric , the 

user  A  may think that  B is an imposter  and he is interested in his account or the communication channel is 

vulnerable similarly the user B may be imposter and later deny his service and also communication channel is 

vulnerable. Thus to avoid these vulnerabilities template protection is needed. Compromising the biometric traits 

makes an individual to lose his identity and it cannot be replaced. The biometric template can be protected using 

various methodologies. 

Double encryption method [4] It is two ways secured biometric authentication system. .It  is safeguard using two 

different encryption algorithm in both client and server side .It involves two level security so it provide better 

security than  any other security methodology In client side it uses RSA algorithm and Server side it uses  3 DES 

algorithm . Advantages of this technology involve high accuracy and it addresses all features of biometrics. 

Disadvantages of this technology involves long procedure of algorithm .Thus using the two way encryption  

enhances provable protection against all the attacks  like replay, tracking  and  compromising key of the user 

.Future work of this technology is that it can be applied to other biometric recognition system and any 

cryptographic algorithm. This technology will be efficient in securing the template in communication channel 

.Thus it server dependency for the key generation sometimes will be disadvantages. In this chaos phenomenon 

which over takes encryption methodology are discussed. 

Multilevel encryption method [3]This method is used for  template protection using double encryption method .It 

involves two levels of encryption  using  fuzzy vault and DAES algorithm This particular biometric verification 

system uses multibiometric features and fuzzy vault scheme which is encoded using DAES algorithm. As fuzzy 

vault issued it provides an additional layer of security. It involves in extracting the feature from an biometric 

image and the vector are transformed .The transformed vector are protected using fuzzy vault .The symmetric 

keys are used as the second level of security which encode the vault used in the first level. Advantages of using 

this approach is that it uses multiple impression of iris which in turn provides high accuracy and It reduces 

multiple impression of same iris .This particular methodology deals with securing the template in database .This 

methodology doesn’t depends on the server for the key generation and it reduces the dependency of the server 

than the previous double encryption methodology. 

Hybrid encryption method[2] This methodology uses hybrid encryption methodology .It uses symmetric key 

algorithm and RSA Asymmetric key algorithm. It is know that hybrid system increases reliability of verification, 

capture unique and it is difficult to spoof. Thus this methodology provides effective and efficient mechanics for 

confidentiality and authentication and provides combination of biometric attributes. By following such a hybrid 

methodology it provides higher performance which is more interactive and provides high quality .Performance 

and key generation time are decreased. The methodology of using such an algorithm is known well. 
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Encryption method  Algorithm used Discussion  

Double encryption  RSA and 3DES 

algorithm  

On client and 

server side 

Multi level 

encryption  

Fuzzy vault and 

DAES algorithm 

On template 

database 

Hybrid encryption Symmetric and 

RSA algorithm 

On template 

database 

 

Table 1: Comparative study of key generation methodology 

 

In [5] a robust security model for biometric template protection using chaos phenomenon is considered. This 

phenomenon uses a feature transform approach and it generates a transformation function which is applied to the 

biometric template and only the transformed template is stored in the database. Unlike key binding approach the 

keys are generated directly from the biometric feature. Choas variables are usually generated by logistic map 

.Logistic map is a one-dimensional quadratic map .Logistic map are used to generate the chaotic evolutions and 

the chaotic system are deterministic and sensitive to the initial values. It has a complex active action which can be 

used to protect data content. The session keys are used to protect the encrypted biometric template .These session 

keys are generated using chaos phenomenon. This session keys are randomly generated to ensure the security of a 

communication sessions 

Reinhard et al. [10] presents Two-Factor Biometric Recognition with Integrated Tamper-protection 

Watermarking. It uses the application of semi –fragile watermarking and uses a two way authentication schemes 

using iris recognition and smart cards. One of the ideas is to combine biometric technologies and watermarking is 

“biometric watermarking” [18]. The aim of watermarking is  to employ biometric templates as “message” to be 

embedded in classical robust watermarking applications like copyright protection in order to enable biometric 

recognition after the extraction of the watermark (WM).  Semi-fragile WM is used to embed the template data 

stored on the smart-card into the sample data acquired at the authentication site. In this approach included the 

experimental results in the case of an iris recognition system, that indeed semi-fragile integrity verification is 

achieved [10]. 

In [11] uses a two watermarking algorithms .It uses discrete wavelet transforms and LSB based watermarking 

algorithm. It embeds a face template in a finger print image. In this technique they have used fingerprint as a 

cover image and facial feature as watermarking. The features from the face are extracted using the 2D Gabor 

filter. It works by watermarking embedded algorithm and extraction algorithm. 

 
III. PROPOSED APPROACH 
 
Biometric template protection is done using key generation methodology in proposed approach. Key 

generationmethodology is a method of generating the key using some technical approach like hashing or salting 

.It is different from key binding approach in which key are generated using cryptographic approach and binding 

the keys with biometric template. In this approach the keys are generated directly from the biometric feature 

without using cryptographic approach. Random projection are used to protect a sensitive data like biometric. 
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In this designed biometric hashing technique [5] uses session key which are generated by using the chaos 

phenomenon.This method is focus on the attack on the template database like smart card, central repository and 

sensing devices. To protect the database from the imposter it uses the transformation to secure the biometric 

template .In chaos phenomena it uses the stored encryption biometric template for the session key which are 

randomly generated .It comes under hashing and salting approach .The advantages of using this methodology is 

that, session key cannot be duplicated and also guessing of session key is difficult .It is robust method. 

It uses preliminary [5] non-invertible transform approach which are based on random projection. This chaotic 

behavior of logistic map to build projection matrix based on biometric template and identity .It is non-invertible 

transformation with no need of user’s key .Logistic map are used to construct multiple random vectors and these 

vectors are stored in spiral cube .And these methodology meets all the requirement of revocability, diversity and 

security. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig1: Proposed Architecture 
We construct the projection matrices for each identity using the 4d matrixand the map cube. Assuming that we 

calculate the projection matrix of identity 1 (first vector of the map cube), the first value of the quantified vector 

(size) of this identity corresponds to the first cell in the spiral cube, and so on for the other values.  

The 4d matrixes are constructed using the 4 dimensional projection of feature vector generated form the biometric 

trait. The feature vector follows mathematical concept along with gradient value of each feature vector .Once the 

4d matrix are constructed .Another matrix of feature vector which is extracted from different region of interest 

from same biometric trait which is map cube .These two cubes are transformed and transformed matrix are used 

in the identification system. 

The existing technique meets the requirements of revocability, diversity and security [5]. Knowing that multiple 

acquisitions of the same biometric trait do not yield an identical set of features, the dynamics of our approach 

allow us to create different templates for the same identity in the presence of these variations. In addition, we can 

protect a compromised template by changing partially the map cube. We change, specifically, the quantized 

vector corresponding to the identity of the compromised template, either by redoing the quantization or by 

changing partially this quantized vector.  

To improve a security of biometric template used in the UID system and to minimize the duplication of identity 

and to reduce the storage requirement used initially separate algorithm for compression and security of biometric 

traits are used depends on the application it has been deployed. Key binding and invertible transformation for 

biometric template storage isproposed. As it is the key binding technology it generates the key using the biometric 

traits .The feature vector from the biometric are obtained which are used as the key such that it is independent of 

user’s key. Once the key are generated it uses the mathematical concepts of projection by mapping the template 

with the orthogonal matrix. The projection results in the generation of transformed function. The key generation 

4dmatrix Images Feature 
 

   Map cube 
Matrix projection Compressed 

demographic info 
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for the orthogonal matrix is not from the user key, it is also generated from the feature vector of the biometric 

traits used. 

Proposed technique address the weak point of existing method of redoing the training task when order of cells are 

changed in 4d matrix .Proposed approach uses the concept of projection methodology with few challenges in 

application of the strategy .Thus the 4d matrix are constructed using logistic map and map cube unlike the 

quantized vector, the projection approach are altered to address better security and storage concerns. 

Session keys are generated using transformation approach. Both cubes are formed using feature vector which is 

extracted from the biometric trait. Thus the keys are generated without any approach like key binding.4d matrix 

cube are constructed using logistic map .Map cube are generated using the feature vector of different region of 

interest as it is known that region of interest are not uniform. Feature vector are generated from the biometric trait 

and feature vector are used to construct the spiral cube and map cube. Projection of these cube are used to secure 

the biometric template. 

In the proposed approach uses the unimodal biometric trait iris. Iris is the unique feature of all biometric. It 

provides highest unique characteristics. For feature vector generation established a boundary of iris and defines 

zones for analysis within the co-ordination system. As analytic behavior of iris cannot be defined, features are 

isolated using houghtransforms. Compressed demographic information is mapped with the projected matrix in the 

database for unique identification in UID system. 

It has been estimated that the processing time is comparatively less than the existing approach. Once the spiral 

cells order are changed it is not necessary to redo the training templates .This is because map cube are not 

quantified and stored .Map cube are just an another feature vector from the biometric trait. These two cubes are 

projected and stored as transformed matrix. The biometric feature vector are not stored in extracted form .The 

vector are transformed and stored in transformed format. The proposed approach is experimented using the uni-

modal biometric traits iris . 

 
IV MODULE DESCRIPTION 
1. Feature Extraction 

Feature is extracted from biometric trait instead of processing all unwanted region of interest. 

 

2. Feature vector generation 

Most biometric technique do not operate on raw material, they generally operate on the feature vector 

 

3. Matrix projection 
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The feature vector are projected and stored as matrix form which is the   normalized form of biometric traits is 
obtained 

 

4. Mapping of Demographic information 

The demographic information are mapped with the protected matrix template of biometric system as it is UID 
system 

 

 

 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, proposeda new approach for biometric template protection .Logistic map vector is used to generate 

the vectors of projection. These vectors are stored in 4d matrix cube and map cube are formed from different 

region of interest, which in turn are used to generate the matrix of projection and depends on the templates to be 

protected.The security level of biometric system is improved to few extend using the new idea of key generating 

method. The security and storage parameters are both addressed in the paper. The mathematical concept helps to 

provide better security and storage space is minimized to few extend. 
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ABSTRACT 
Globalisation, Industrialization, increase in population and increase in the machine dependence has led to a 

tremendous increase in the power demand but the comparative generation of power is not up to the mark. 

Hydro power plants need lot of water flow, nuclear and thermal power plants need non renewable energy forms 

in tremendous amount as well as there are many safety precautions to be taken. Earth resources needed for 

power generation are depleting but the demand of power is increasing! Its the cry of the hour to find out either 

an alternative power source or an alternative resource for power generation. Trapping and harnessing of 

natural electricity i.e. lightning with the help of rocketry and basic electrical concepts of conductors and 

capacitors this alternative of power generation resources as well as an alternative of power can be generated. 

This power generation includes study of chemical properties of substances, stress and strain i.e. the bearing 

capacity of metals, combustion properties of the fuels (chemicals) and electrical properties of conductors and 

capacitors. It includes calculation work for a proper functioning as well as designing of the research project. 

 

Keywords: Globalization, Non Renewable Resource, Depletion, Alternative Power Supply, 

Lightning, Natural Electricity, Trapping and Using. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A rocket is a missile, spacecraft, aircraft or other vehicle that obtains thrust from a rocket engine. Rocket engine 

exhaust is formed entirely from propellants carried within the rocket before use. Rocket engines work by action 

and reaction. Rocket engines push rockets forward by expelling their exhaust in the opposite direction at high 

speed. Rockets rely on momentum, air foils, auxiliary reaction engines, gimbaled thrust, momentum wheels, 

deflection of the exhaust steam, propellant flow, spin, and/or gravity to help control flight. 

Rockets are relatively lightweight and powerful, capable of generating large accelerations and of attaining 

extremely high speeds with reasonable efficiency. Rockets are not reliant on the atmosphere and work very well 

in space. Chemical rockets are the most common type of high power rocket, typically creating a high speed 

exhaust by the combustion of fuel with an oxidizer. The stored propellant can be a simple pressurized gas or a 

single liquid that disassociates in the presence of a catalyst (mono propellants), two liquids that spontaneously 
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react on contact (hypergolic propellants), two liquids that must be ignited to react, a solid combination of one or 

more fuels with one or more oxidisers (solid fuel). 

II HISTORY  

Rockets for military and recreational uses date back to at least 13th century China. Significant scientific, 

interplanetary and industrial use did not occur until the 20th century, when rocketry was the enabling technology 

for the Space Age, including setting foot on the moon. Rockets are now used for fireworks, weaponry, ejection 

seats, launch vehicles for artificial satellites, human space flight, and space exploration.  

1232: A common claim is that the first recorded use of a rocket in battle was by the Chinese in 1232 against the 

Mongol hordes at Kai Feng Fu. 

1792: In 1792, the first iron-cased rockets were successfully developed and used by Hyder Ali and his son Tipu 

Sultan, rulers of the Kingdom of Mysore in India against the larger British East India Company forces during 

the Anglo-Mysore Wars. 

1926: On 16 March 1926 Robert Goddard launched the world's first liquid-fueled rocket in Auburn, 

Massachusetts. 

1943: In 1943, production of the V-2 rocket began in Germany. It had an operational range of 300 km (190 mi) 

and carried a 1,000 kg (2,200 lb) warhead, with an amatol explosive charge. 

Current Day: Rockets remain a popular military weapon. The use of large battlefield rockets of the V-2 type 

has given way to guided missiles. However rockets are often used by helicopters and light aircraft for ground 

attack, being more powerful than machine guns. Shoulder-launched rocket weapons are widespread in the anti-

tank role due to their simplicity, low cost, light weight, accuracy and high level of damage. 

III PROJECT WORK 

The project aims at the generation of electricity by harnessing and trapping of the natural electricity i.e. 

lightning! 

The project works on the principles of rocketry and aeronautics. Properties of conducting materials is at a great 

use here in this project. 

3.1 Principle of Working 

Aerodynamic bodies and aeronautics basic principles along with conducting capacity, heat bearing capacity, 

energy storing capacity of conductors and capacitors are used. The basic principles and laws of general physics 

and Electrical engineering are used. 

3.1.1 Rocketry 

The rocket motor we use in this project is a rocket motor  which has a solid combination of one or more fuels 

with one or more oxidisers i.e. a solid fuel rocket motor. 

1)Types of Solid Fuel Rocket Motors: 

A) B-200 (“H”- Class) 

B) C-400 (“I”- Class) 

C) A-100 (“G”- Class) 
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D) A-100M (“G”- Class)  

      

There are various other types of  solid fuel rocket motors used but the widely used motors are the ones given 

above. The class of the rocket is determined according to the fuel used, thrust produced, and the distance 

covered by the rocket. The solid fuel rocket motors consist of various types of propellants [1]. 

3.2 Types of Propellants 

       a) Potassium Nitrate/ Sucrose Propellant (KNSU) 

       b) Potassium Nitrate/ Dextrose Propellant (KNDX) 

       c) Potassium Nitrate/ Sorbitol Propellant (KNSB) 

 

Our project work includes the use of C-400 motor and KNSU propellant. 

3.2.1 C-400 Solid Fuel Rocket Motor: 

The C-400 rocket motor was developed in 1973 (originally as the C-II motor), a few months after the B-200 

motor was developed. Its purpose was intended for boosting somewhat heavier rockets equipped with small 

payloads, as well as for proof testing of the parachute deployment method with higher altitude flights. It was 

expected that the rocket would achieve a peak height of about 2500-3000 feet (750-900 metres).  

The thrust function for this motor is shown in Figure 1 below, achieving a maximum thrust of 325 pounds (1445 

Newtons), and a total thrust time of 0.50 seconds. The total impulse is 106 lb-sec (470 N-s), which fits it into an 

" H " class designation. The high thrust combined with a short burn time provides for very quick acceleration of 

the rocket, which is beneficial for providing rapid aerodynamic stability of the rocket vehicle after departing the 

launch guide-rod. Having a free-standing grain, burning is completely unrestricted, meaning the hollow 

cylindrical grain burns on both inner and outer surfaces, as well as both ends. The performance graph was based 

on results from a static test of the motor (AST-13). 

 

Fig. 1 C-400 Motor performance graph, with the B-200 motor performance shown for 

comparison 

 

The performance of the motor is significantly influenced by the igniter. Non-pyrotechnic ignition would result 

in lower delivered impulse, lower maximum thrust, and an extended burn time (longer thrust build up duration). 

This motor is capable of boosting a 3 inch (7.6 cm) diameter rocket, with a mass of 5.5 lbs (2.5 kg), to an 
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altitude of over 3000 feet (900 metre) (this was typical of the rockets which I launched). If the rocket diameter is 

reduced to 2 inch (5 cm), the same rocket powered by the C-400 motor would achieve a peak altitude of close to 

4000 feet (1.2 km) [1].  

3.3 Designing of the C-400 Rocket motor 

3.3.1 Nozzle 

The C-400 nozzle is a conical profile, convergent-divergent, supersonic type. It has a 30 degree convergence 

angle, and a 12 degree divergence angle, and has an area expansion ratio of 16.8. It is machined from a single 

piece of cold-rolled (CR) steel bar stock, with polished inside flow surfaces. Of particular importance is the 

throat region, being the most critical with regard to motor performance. The nozzle contour is rounded at the 

throat to avoid sharp discontinuities in profile. The nozzle has a groove machined around the outer perimeter of 

the convergent section, to provide a recess for the nozzle retention screws. Six 1/4 inch hi-strength set screws, 

which engage into threaded holes in the casing, retain the nozzle. The nozzle is not normally removed once 

installed (propellant is loaded at the head end). To reduce leakage between the nozzle and casing, the casing is 

“rolled” around its circumference (after insertion of the nozzle) utilising a customised tool which effectively 

reduces the casing diameter locally, providing a nearly gas-tight seal. This tool is essentially the same as a 

constrictor tool, as used in HVAC applications. Filling the nozzle groove with silicone RTV will further reduce 

the likelihood of gas leakage. 

Fig. 2 Details of C-400 nozzle 

  3.3.2 Casing 

The casing is made from seam welded steel tubing, specifically 1-1/2" Electrical Metallic Tubing (EMT). 

  

Fig. 3 C-400 Motor casing dimensions 

3.3.3 Motor Head 
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The head is shown in detail in Figure 4. 

 

Fig. 4 Details of C-400 head                    Fig. 5 Details of C-400 safety pin arrangement 

3.3.4 Propellant Grain 

The C-400 motor is meant to be powered by KN-Sucrose propellant , cast as a hollow cylindrical free-standing 

grain, with unrestricted burning (i.e. all surfaces of the grain burn). The hollow core is normally 9/16 inch (1.43 

cm) diameter. The maximum grain capacity is 380 grams. The grain is cast to size such that it is a slightly loose 

fit, and is loaded into the motor from the head end. Typical grain diameter is 1.58 inch (4.0 cm), and typical 

length of the cylindrical portion is 7 inch (17.8 cm). The steady-state burn profile is slightly regressive, with the 

(ideal) burning surface area initially 54 in2 decaying to 47 in2 prior to web burn through. This gives a Kn range 

of 430 (initial) and 370 (final). 

Standard Composition (65/35 O/F): For the KN-sucrose propellant, with an oxidiser-fuel (O/F) ratio of 65/35, 

the theoretical combustion equation is as follows: 

C12H22O11 + 6.288 KNO3 -> 3.796 CO2 + 5.205 CO + 7.794 H2O + 3.065 H2 + 3.143 N2 + 2.998 K2CO3 + 

0.274 KOH  at a pressure of 68 atmospheres, and where the following compounds are symbolised as: 

TABLE I 

Molecular Formulae for Components Of Propellant 
sucrose solid C12H22O11 

potassium nitrate solid KNO3 

carbon dioxide gas CO2 

carbon monoxide gas CO 

steam  gas H2O 

hydrogen gas H2 

nitrogen  gas N2 

potassium carbonate   liquid K2CO3 

potassium hydroxide gas KOH 

 

3.5  Lightning 
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Lightning is a powerful sudden flow of electricity accompanied by thunder that occurs during an electric storm. 

The discharge will travel between the electrically charged regions within a thundercloud, or between a cloud and 

a cloud, or between a cloud and the surface of a planet. The charged regions within the atmosphere temporarily 

equalise themselves through a lightning flash, commonly referred to as a strike if it hits an object on the ground. 

There are three primary types of lightning; from a cloud to itself (intra-cloud or IC); from one cloud to another 

cloud (CC) and between a cloud and the ground (CG). Although lightning is always accompanied by the sound 

of thunder, distant lightning may be seen but may be too far away for the thunder to be heard. Many factors 

affect the frequency, distribution, strength and physical properties of a "typical" lightning flash in a particular 

region of the world. These factors include ground elevation, latitude, prevailing wind currents, relative humidity, 

proximity to warm and cold bodies of water, etc. To a certain degree, the ratio between IC, CC and CG lightning 

may also vary by season in middle latitudes. Lightning is usually produced by cumulonimbus clouds, which 

have bases that are typically 1–2 km (0.6-1.25 miles) above the ground and tops up to 15 km (9.3 mi) in height 

[2]. 

3.5.1 Establishing conditions necessary for lightning 

In order for an electrostatic discharge to occur, two things are necessary: 1) a sufficiently high electric potential 

between two regions of space must exist; and 2) a high-resistance medium must obstruct the free, unimpeded 

equalisation of the opposite charges [2].             

 

Fig. 6 Invoking and carrying of lightning using a conductor 

3.5.2 Trapping Of Lightning 

For trapping of light we need a conductor from the trapping point to the device where it is being trapped. So, 

here we use copper wire as a conductor. Copper being a very good conductor of electricity and as it is cheaply 

and abundantly available, he use of copper is most suitable for the project [3]. 
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Fig. 7 Copper wires and Copper cables 

The device used for trapping of any charge, current is known as a capacitor and the property to trap charge is 

known as capacitance [4]. 

      1) Capacitance: 

When a charge is delivered to a conductor its potential is raised in proportion to the quantity of charge given to 

it. At a particular potential a conductor can hold a given amount of charge. Capacitance is the term to indicate 

the limited ability to hold charge by a conductor. 

Let charge given to a conductor be = q 

Let V be the potential to which it is raised [5,6]. 

Then, 

q = CV 

 C is constant for a conductor depending upon its shape size  and surrounding medium. This constant is called 

capacitance of a conductor. 

 If V = 1 Volt than C = Q, thus capacitance is defined as the amount of electric charge in coulomb required to 

raise its potential by one volt. 

If V = 1 Volt than C = Q, and Q = 1 Coulomb than C = 1 Farad thus one Farad is capacitance of a capacitor 

which stores a charge of one coulomb when a voltage of one volt is applied across its terminal. 

 

2) Capacitor: 

 A capacitor or condenser is a device for storing large quantity of electric charge. Though the capacity of a 

conductor to hold charge at a particular potential is limited, it can be increased artificially. Thus any 

arrangement for increasing the capacity of a conductor artificially is called a capacitor. Capacitors are of many 

types depending upon its shape, like parallel plate, spherical and cylindrical capacitors etc. In capacitor there are 

two conductors with equal and opposite charge say +q and –q. Thus q is called charge of capacitor and the 

potential difference is called potential of capacitor. 

   3) Principle of capacitor: 

 Let A be the insulated conductor with a charge of +q units. In the absence of any other conductor near A charge 

on A is +q and its potential is V. The capacity of conductor A is therefore given by: 
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C = qV 

If a second conductor B is kept closed to A than electrostatic induction takes place. –q units of charge are 

induced on nearer face of B and +q units of charge is induced on farther face of B. Since B is earthed the charge 

+q will be neutralised by the flow of electrons from the earth. 

Potential of A due to self charge = V 

Potential of A due to –q charge on B = -V’ 

Thus net potential of A = V + (-V’) = V -V’ which is less than V 

Hence potential of A has been decreased keeping the charge on it fixed, hence capacitance has been increased. 

With the presence of B the amount of work done in bringing a unit positive charge from infinity to conductor A 

decreases as there will be force of repulsion due to A and attraction due to B. Thus resultant force of repulsion is 

reduced on unit positive charge and consequently the amount of work doe is less and finally due to this potential 

of A decreases. Therefore capacity of A to hold charge (Capacitance) is increased. 

     4) Dielectric Strength: 

 The material between the two conductors A and B as shown in figure above is always some dielectric material. 

Under normal operating conditions the dielectric materials have a very few free electrons. If the electric field 

strength between a pair of charged plates is gradually increases, some of the electrons may be detached from the 

dielectric resulting in a small current. 

When the electric filed strength applied to a dielectric exceeds a critical value, the insulating properties of the 

dielectric material gets destroys and starts conducting between the two conductors A and B. This is called 

breakdown of dielectric which is fault condition for a capacitor bank. The minimum potential gradient required 

to cause such a break down is called the dielectric strength of the material. It measures the ability of a dielectric 

to withstand breakdown.  

It is expressed as kV/mm. ss It is reduced by moisture, high temperature; aging etc. Below table gives dielectric 

strength of some. 

TABLE II 

DIELECTRIC STRENGHTH OF VARIOUS MATERIALS 
Dielectric Material Dielectric strength 

[kV/mm] 

Air 3 

Impregnated Paper 4 – 10 

Paraffin Wax 8 

Porcelain 9 – 20 

Transformer Oil 13.5 

Bakelite 20 – 25 

Glass 50 – 120 
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Micanite 30 

Mica 40 – 150 

Dielectric Strength for capacitor is the maximum peak voltage that the capacitor is rated to withstand at room 

temperature. Test by applying the specified multiple of rated voltage for one minute through a current limiting 

resistance of 100 Ω per volt. 

                    

Fig. 8 A commercially used capacitor                        Fig. 9 Block of commercial used capacitors 

 

3.6 Calculations 

u Electricity/ charge transferred during a single strike of lightning = 3 X 106  Volts. 

u Resistance offered by the copper wire in the terms of specific resistivity = 1.78 X 10-8 

u Heat Loss during the transfer of charge = 105 J 

u Therefore according to the Ohms law and by exempting the effect of heat, the  power stored in the 

capacitor bank in just a single lightning is 3.3 X 106 W [7]. 

 

IV FUTURE SCOPE AND BENEFICIARIES 

The power generated works as the best alternative to the power generated using non renewable resources. In the 

upcoming years the non renewable resources will get depleted and we will run short of power so such projects 

will serve the best at such times. 

The project is beneficial for the under developed countries as well as developing countries. The production cost 

of the electricity using rockets is comparatively very less than the cost required for the production of hydro 

power as well as thermal and nuclear power. This type of power will be very useful for the villages and places in 

remote areas. This type of project is beneficial to every country using it. 

V CONCLUSION 

Thus upon further studies and development the need for the alternative and cheap power resource can be 

achieved. The proper use of conductors, study of the basic electrical properties of different materials, chemical 

composition and combustion properties of various chemicals and study of functioning of aerodynamic structures 

is done. Thus, the desired results are obtained.  
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ABSTRACT 

Scaling as one of the most important challenges from the technology viewpoint. The channel length of Field Effect 

Transistors (FETs) has passed from micrometers to tens of nano meters. However, drawbacks of scaling have the 

increase of short channel, parasitic, reliability and variability effects. To overcome the problems related to scaling, 

new transistor architectures have to be investigated. FinFET is the most promising double-gate transistor 

architecture to extend scaling over planar device. Multiple gates have better control over the SCEs. Particularly the 

FinFET technology provides superior scalability of the DG-MOSFETs compared to the planar MOSFET. Fin-FETs 

are predicted as one of the best possible candidates to replace the bulk MOSFETs. The FinFET technology power 

consumption compare with the CMOS technology. The two gates of a FinFET can either be shorted for higher 

performance or independently controlled for lower leakage or reduced transistor count. Analyzed different type of 

operation mode like Shorted Gate, Independent gate, and Low power mode.    

Keywords: FinFET, Short Channel Effects (SCEs), Power Consumption, Logic gates, Different modes 
of operation  
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
 

The FinFET has been developed to overcome the problems faced by MOSFET. It is basically a multi gate Field 

Effect Transistor which has been scaled further of MOSFET. It has all properties similar to a transistor, but has some 

advantages on CMOS. As you can see the above figures, multiple drains and multiple sources, we can also use each 

pair of source and drain can be considered as a single transistor hence increasing the no of transistors in one 

FinFET. 

MOSFET has some technical problems like i) short channel effects and ii) Corner Effect Corner .Effects has 

following problems: - 

a) An enhancement of the leakage current at the edges of the active area adjacent to shallow trench isolation 

b) Leakage enhancement is especially strong, if the gate electrode wraps around the corner of the active area 
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c) Corner effect leads to a not complete switching-off of the STI MOS transistors and worsens the transistor 

performance. 

So to overcome the difficulty faced by traditional MOSFET, FinFET came into role and to make the transistors more 

efficient. Wider FinFET devices are built utilizing multiple parallel fins between the source and drain. Independent 

gating of the FinFET’s double gates allows significant reduction in leakage current. 

 

II MOSFET 
Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor is a three terminal device used for a variety of applications as 

per the requirement in different fields of electronics. It is used for amplifying or switching electronic signals. In 

MOSFETs, a voltage on the oxide-insulated gate electrode can induce a conducting channel between the two other 

contacts called source and drain. The channel can be of n-type or p-type and is accordingly called an nMOSFET or a 

pMOSFET (also commonly NMOS, PMOS). 

       

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.2.1 Symbols of NMOS & PMOS 

G=GATE D= DRAIN S=SOURCE B = BULK 
 
 
2.1 Operation of MOSFET 
 
A traditional metal–oxide–semiconductor (MOS) structure is obtained by growing a layer of silicon dioxide (SiO2) 

on top of a silicon substrate and depositing a layer of metal or polycrystalline silicon (the latter is commonly used). 

As the silicon dioxide is a dielectric material, its structure is equivalent to a planar capacitor, with one of the 

electrodes replaced by a semiconductor. 

When a voltage is applied across a MOS structure, it modifies the distribution of charges in the semiconductor. If we 

consider a P-type semiconductor (with NA the density of acceptors, p the density of holes; p = NA in neutral bulk), 

a positive voltage, VGB, from gate to body creates a depletion layer by forcing the positively charged holes away 

from the gate insulator/ semiconductor interface, leaving exposed a carrier-free region of immobile, negatively 

charged acceptor ions. If VGB is high enough, a high concentration of negative charge carriers forms in an inversion 

layer located in a thin layer next to the interface between the semiconductor and the insulator.  

Unlike the MOSFET, where the inversion layer electrons are supplied rapidly from the source/drain electrodes, in 

the MOS capacitor they are produced much more slowly by thermal generation through carrier generation and 
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recombination centers in the depletion region. Conventionally, the gate voltage at which the volume density of 

electrons in the inversion layer is the same as the volume density of holes in the body is called the threshold voltage. 

This structure with P-type body is the basis of the N-type MOSFET, which requires the addition of an N-type source 

and drain regions. 

 
Fig.2.2: Operation of MOSFET 

 

2.2 DG – MOSFET Structure  
Currently standard CMOS technology can be replaced by DG MOSFETs technology to increase the integration 

capacity of silicon technology in the near future [5]. A DGSOI Structure consists, basically, of a silicon slab 

sandwiched between two oxide layers shows in Fig.2.3. The salient features of the DG MOSFETs are control of 

short-channel effects by device geometry, as compared to bulk FETs, where the short-channel effects are controlled 

by doping concentration; and a thin silicon channel leading to tight coupling of the gate potential with the channel 

potential. These features provide potential DG MOSFET advantages are reduced short channel effects which allows 

for a larger gate overdrive for the same power supply and the same off-current and better carrier transport as the 

channel doping is reduced. 

 

Fig.2.3: Cross Section of a Generic Planar DGFET 

Basically there are 2 kinds of DG-FETs: (1) Symmetric: - In Symmetric DG-FETs have identical gate electrode 

materials for the front and back gates means gate electrode material is same for both gate. When symmetrically 
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driven, the channel is formed at both the surfaces. (2) Asymmetric: - In an asymmetric DG-FET, the top and bottom 

gate electrode materials can different. Channel is formed only in one surface.  

There are three ways to fabricate the DG-FET  

· Planar DGMOSFET 

· Vertical DGMOSFET 

· FinFET  

Types 1 and 2 suffer most from fabrication problems, viz. it is hard to fabricate both gates of the same size and that 

too exactly aligned to each other. Also, it is hard to align the source/drain regions exactly to the gate edges. Further, 

in Type 1 DG-FETs, it is hard to provide a low-resistance, area-efficient contact the bottom gate, since it is buried. 

 

III PROPOSED METHOD 

3.1 FINFET Structure Analysis 
Type 3 is called as a FinFET because the silicon resembles the dorsal fin of a fish. It is referred to as a quasi-planar 

device (3D schematic diagram in Fig: 3.8). [14]In the FinFET the silicon body has been rotated on its edge into a 

vertical orientation so only source and drain regions are placed horizontally about the body, as in a conventional 

planar FET. The separate biasing in DG device easily provides multiple threshold voltages 

 
Fig.3.1 Planar MOSFET & FinFET 

A gate can also be fabricated at the top of the fin, in which case it is a triple gate FET. The width of a FinFET is 

quantized due to the vertical gate structure. The fin height determines the minimum transistor width (Wmin). With 

the two gates of a single-fin FET tied together, W
min 

is  

                                   W
min

 = 2 × H
fin 

+ T
fin 

                                        (3.1) 

H
fin. 

is the height of the fin and T
fin

 is the dominant component of the transistor width since T
fin

 is typically much 

smaller than H
fin. `

 Since H
fin

 is fixed in a FinFET technology, multiple parallel fins are utilized to increase the width 

of a FinFET. The total physical transistor width (W
total

 ) of a tied-gate FinFET with n parallel fins is:   

                     W
total 

= n × W
min 

= n× (2 × H
fin 

+ T
fin

)                        (3.2) 

FinFETs are designed to use multiple fins to achieve larger channel widths. Source/Drain pads connect the fins in 

parallel. As the number of fins is increased, the current through the device increases [8].  
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Main features of FinFET are follows: 

(1) Ultra thin Si fin for suppression of short channel effects  

(2) Raised source/drain to reduce parasitic resistance and improve current drive  

(3) Gate last process with low V
T
, high k gate dielectrics  

(4) Symmetric gates yield great performance,but can built asymmetric gates that target V. 

The two vertical gates of a FinFET can be separated by depositing oxide on top of the silicon fin is shown in Fig: 

3.1, thereby forming an independent-gate FinFET. 

 
Fig.3.2 Independent-Gate FinFET 

3.2 Construction of FinFET 

The basic electrical layout and the mode of operation of a FinFET do not differ from a traditional field effect 

transistor. There is one source and one drain contact as well as a gate to control the current flow [5]. In contrast to 

planar MOSFETs the channel between source and drain is billed as a three dimensional bar on top of the silicon 

substrate, called fin. The gate electrode is then wrapped around the channel, so that there can be formed several gate 

electrodes on each side which leads to reduced leakage effects and an enhanced drive current. The manufacture of a 

bulk silicon-based multi gate transistor with three gates (tri gate) is described below. 

Construction of a Bulk Silicon-based FinFET 

1. Substrate: Basis for a FinFET is a lightly p-doped substrate with a hard mask on top (e.g. silicon nitride) as 

well as a patterned resist layer.      

2. Fin Etch: The fins are formed in a highly anisotropic etch process. Since there is no stop layer on a bulk 

wafer, the etch process has to be time based.  

3.  Oxide Deposition: To isolate the fins from each other a oxide deposition with a high aspect ratio filling 

behavior is needed. 

4. Planarization: The oxide is planarized by chemical mechanical polishing. The hard mask acts as a stop 

layer. 

5. Recess Etch: Another etch process is needed to recess the oxide film to form a lateral isolation of the fins. 

6. Gate Oxide: On top of the fins the gate oxide is deposited via thermal oxidation to isolate the channel from 

the gate electrode. Since the fins are still connected underneath the oxide, a high-dose angled implant at the 

base of the fin creates a dopant junction and completes the isolation. 
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7. Deposition of the Gate: Finally a highly n+-doped poly silicon layer is deposited on top of the fins, thus up 

to three gates are wrapped around the channel. one on each side of the fin, and - depending on the thickness 

of the gate oxide on top - a third gate above. The influence of the top gate can also be inhibited by the 

deposition of a nitride layer on top of the channel. Since there is an oxide layer on an SOI wafer, the 

channels are isolated from each other anyway. In addition the etch process of the fins is simplified as the 

process can be stopped on the oxide easily. 

3.3 Three Modes of FINFET 

3.3.1 Shorted Gate 
The two gates are connected together, leading to a three-terminal device [1]. This can serve as a direct replacement 

for the conventional bulk-CMOS devices. 

 
Fig.3.3 Shorted Gate for Both N-Type & P-Type 

3.3.2 Independent Gate 
The top part of the gate is etched out, giving way to two independent gates [2]. Because the two independent gates 

can be controlled separately, IG-mode FinFETs offer more design options. 

 
Fig.3.4 Independent-Gate for N-Type& P-Type 

3.3.3 Low Power  

A low voltage to n-type FinFET and high voltage to p-type FinFET. This varies the threshold voltage of the devices 

which reduces the leakage power dissipation at the cost of increased delay [1]. A hybrid IG/LP-mode is a 

combination of LP and IG modes. 

 

3.4 FINFET Logic 

3.4.1 Inverter 
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 There are four possible configurations of an INV based on how SG and IG FinFETs are combined to 

implement them. They are called SG, low-power (LP), IGn, and IGp INV. Their schematic diagrams are 

shown in Figure 3.22&3.23. As suggested by its name, an SG INV has SG n/p FinFETs. It has a highly 

compact layout. The other three configurations use at least one IG FinFET. The back-gate of an IG p 

FinFET (n FinFET) is tied to a VHIGH (𝑉𝑉LOW) signal. When these signals are reverse-biased, for 

example, when VHIGH is 1V above 𝑉𝑉DD and 𝑉𝑉LOW is 0 V below ground, there is a significant 

reduction in 𝐼𝐼off. [1]The presence of an IG FinFET also leads to a more complex layout, resulting in 36% 

area overhead relative to that of an ×2 SG INV (that is double the size of a minimum-sized SG INV). 

Table 2 compares the normalized area, delay, and leakage of the various INVs. Clearly, SG INV is the 

best in area and propagation delay (𝑇𝑇 𝑝𝑝), but incurs much higher leakage current than LP INV. [9] 

However, LP INV performs poorly in area and propagation delay. IGn INV, however, looks promising 

based on its intermediate area, delay, and leakage. 

 

 

 

Fig.3.5 FinFET Inverter (a) Shorted gate & (b) Low power gate  

               

 

  

                                       

 

Fig.3.23 FinFET Inverter (c) Independent gate –N Type (d) Independent gate –P Type 

3.4.2 NAND 

Similar to INVs, NAND2 gates also have SG (LP) configurations in which all transistors are SG (IG) FinFETs. [9] 

Since there are more transistors in a NAND gate than in an INV, there are more opportunities available for 

combining SG and IG FinFETs. 
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Fig.3.24: FinFET NAND circuit (a) Shorted gate & (b) Low power gate 

 

Fig.3.25: FinFET NAND (C) Independent gate & (b) Hybrid mode (IG/LP) 

IV. ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

Table.4.1 Performance Comparison of CMOS & FinFET Inverter 

Device Delay(S) Power(W) Bandwidth(G) Power-Delay 

Product(PDP)(J) 

  CMOS 8PS 

 

69µw 

 

16.8G 552AJ 
FinFET 7PS 72 µw 18.6G 504AJ 

Table 4.1 shows that Performance comparison of CMOS & FinFET Inverter. Analysis describes that compare to 

CMOS; FinFET has fast switching speed and power delay product also reduced. Leakage also reduced. 

Table.4.2 Performance Comparison of CMOS & FinFET NAND 

Device   Delay(S) Power(W) Bandwidth(G) Power-Delay 
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Product(PDP)(J) 

CMOS 26PS 

 

138µw 20G 3.5Fj 

 FinFET 20PS 

 

134µw 

 

25G 2.7fj 

  
Table 4.2 shows that Performance comparison of CMOS & FinFET NAND. Analysis describes that compare to 

CMOS; FinFET has fast switching speed and power delay product also reduced. Leakage also reduced.  

Table.4.3 Performance Comparison of different modes in FinFET Inverter 

Device Delay(S) Power(W) Bandwidth(G) Power-Delay 

Product(PDP)(J) 

Shorted 7PS 72 µw 19G 504AJ 

Low power 13PS 34 µw 11G 442AJ 

Independent-P Type 6PS 65 µw 10G 394AJ 

Independent-n Type 14PS 55 µw 20G 770AJ 
 

Table 4.3 shows that Performance comparison different modes of FinFET Inverter. Analysis describes that Shorted 

gate for high performance, Low power gate for greater driving strength, Independent gate for two different signals. 

Compare to Shorted gate, Low power and Independent gate has low power consumption.  
Table 4.4 shows that Performance comparison different modes of FinFET Inverter. Analysis describes that Shorted 

gate for high performance, Low power gate for greater driving strength, Independent gate for two different signals. 

Compare to Shorted gate, Low power and Independent gate has low power consumption. 

Table.4.4 Performance Comparison of different modes in FinFET NAND 

Device Delay(S) Power(W) Bandwidth(

G) 

Power-Delay 

Product (PDP)(J) 

Shorted 20PS 134 µw 25G 2.7f 

Low power 30PS 71 µw 20.5G 2.1f 

   Independent 18PS 83 µw 21G 1.4f 

Independent/LP 28PS 68 µw 21G 1.9f 
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V. CONCLUSION 
 

FinFET is a promising substitute for bulk CMOS for meeting the challenges being posed by the scaling of 

conventional MOSFETs. Due to its double-gate structure, it offers innovative circuit design styles. Logic gates are 

implemented in SG-, LP-, IG-, and IG/LP-mode of FinFET. FinFET offer faster switching speed and reduces the 

leakage current. Logic gates net lists are simulated using HSpice simulator. From the simulation result propagation 

delay, power consumption, bandwidth, and power delay product can be obtained. The future work will address the 

implementation of Adder circuit and memory device using FinFET because of its high performance.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

In this paper, simplex codes are constructed from Hadamard Matrices by compromising on the length of code 

words. Ternary simplex codes with 2n + 1 words each of length (2n+1) is  constructed from certain complex 

Hadamard matrices. A simplex code of Max type with (4n+1) words each of length 4n is constructed from a 

Hadamard matrix of order 4n and a discrete Fourier transform matrix of order (4n+1). 

Abbreviations:  H-matrix = Hadamard matrix, DFT = Discrete Fourier Transform, BH = Butson Hadamard matrix 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

At first the following terms are defined and discussed: 

1.1 Hadamard matrix 

An n x n matrix H with entries 1 is called a Hadamard matrix if it satisfies HHT = nIn, where In is the unit and HT 

stands for transpose of H. It is well known that for n 4, whenever an H-matrix exists, n = 4t. It is conjectured that 

an H-matrix exists for every order n =   4t. H is called a skew H-matrix. H – In is skew in usual sense. 

1.2 Complex H-matrix 

An n x n matrix H whose entries are complex numbers of the form  is called a complex H-matrix if it satisfies 

HH+ = n In, where H+ stands for Hermitian conjugate  of H. 

1.3 Butson H-matrix 

A complex H-matrix is called a Butson H-matrix if it contains a primitive mth root of unity and its powers only. It is 

denoted as BH (m, n), if n is the order of matrix. A Butson H-matrix BH (m, n) is called a Discrete Fourier 

Transform (DFT) matrix F (m) if it is of the form F(m)=  

where a =  
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1.4  Simplex code 

Let A = {e1, e2… en} be the set of real vectors. Let ej, ek stands for the scalar product of the vectors ejand ek. If ej.ej = 

1, j = 1, 2, …………………………….……n and ej.ek = -1/(n-1) for 1  (j+k)  n, then the set A is called a 

simplex code. A simplex code is called binary if the elements of the vector ei belong to a set of two symbols and   

ternary if the elements belong to a set of three symbols. 

A simplex code with (n+1) words of length n, containing at least n real numbers will be called a Max type simplex 

code. 

II CONSTRUCTION ALGORITHMS 

2.1 Algorithm I 

Input: Given a real H- matrix H = [hij] of order 4n 

Output: A complex H-matrix H* with  the following property 

h*jk=hjkif hjk= h(4n –j  + 1)k 

ihjk, if hjk= - h(4n –j +1)k 

To prove, let ck and ck* be the  kthcolumn of H and H* respectively. Then    cj.ck = cjckis the scalar 

product of cjand. ck. If stands for the Hermitian Transpose of the matrix and ck  is the complex 

conjugate of ck then it is sufficient to show that 

=   

Step 1: We have 

=  + ) 

Step 2: For each of the four choices arising from 

hpj =  h(4n-p+1)j 

hpk= h(4n-p+1)k 

it can be verified that 

 +  

                                   = hpjhpk +  h(4n –p +1)j  h(4n – p + 1) k 
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Hence 

      =   

2.2 Algorithm II 

Input:  Given a real  H-matrix of order 4n 

Output: A Max- type Simplex code with (4n + 1) words each of length 4n. 

Step 1: Use the result of the algorithm 1 where H* is a complex Hadamard matrix and 

h*jk=hjkif hjk= h(4n –j  + 1)k 

ihjk, if hjk= - h(4n –j +1)k 

Step 2: Let F1   be a (4n +1) x 4n matrix obtained by deleting the first column of the Fourier  Transform  matrix  

F(4n + 1).  

Step 3: Let the required ternary simplex codes are the rows  of the  matrix  C = ( 1/4n ) F1 H*. 

Step 4: Now  

               CC+  =  1/(4n)2 F1  (4nI) 

                       =  I – (1/4n)(J -  I ) 

                    Where I is the 4n x 4n unit matrix and J is all I matrix of order 4n. 

This establishes the algorithm. 

2.3 Example  
 
From the H- matrix 

H =  

We get the matrix 

1/4  

Where  
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                =  

Where  = /5 

The rows of the above matrix is the ternary simplex code. 

III. CONCLUSION 

This paper shows that the ternary simplex codes with (4n + 1) words of length 4n  can  be constructed from the 

known skew symmetric H-matrices for the following values of 4n:  

1. 2t  ki where t and ki are positive integers and (ki – 1) is prime of the form (kt + 3). 

2. (p -1)u + 1, where p is the order of a skew Hadamard matrix, u > 0 is an odd integer. 

3. 2(q +1), where q  5(mod 8) is a prime power. 

4. 2(q +1), where  q =  , q  5(mod 8) is a prime and t  2(mod 4). 

5. 4(q + 1), where q  9(mod 16) is a prime power. 

6. 4(q2 + q+ 1), where q is a prime power and q2 + q + 1  3, 5 or 7(mod 8) is prime or 2(q2 + q + 1) + 1 is a 

prime power. 

7. 4m, where m is any odd number between 3 and 25 inclusive. 

If  (4t + 1) is a prime power, using algorithm II, we can construct a max – type ternary simplex code with (4n + 1) 

words each of length 4n from any H-matrix of order 4n. 
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ABSTRACT 

Data mining can extract important knowledge from large data collections – but sometimes these collections are 

split among various parties. In Privacy concerns leakage of information can be tackled  by using cryptographic 

techniques namely AES. The methods incorporate cryptographic techniques to minimize the information shared, 

it may reduce the performance of mining task. Subgroup discovery concept  has been enforced to bring top k 

pattern for faster mining.It finds patterns in the coupling of the databases, without discovering the local 

databases. 

Indexterms :  Secure Mining, Subgroup Discovery, Frequent Itemsets, Association Rule. 
 

I INTRODUCTION 

In Data mining, association rule is a popular and well researched method for discovering interesting 

relationsbetween variables in large databases. Piatetsky-Shapiroillustrates  observation made on strong rules 

discoveredin databases using different measures of interestingness and presented accordingly.Agrawal et al 

introduced association rules for discovering regularities between products in large scale transaction data 

recorded by point-of-sale (POS) systems in supermarkets through founded strong rules. For example, the rule 

Found in the sales data of a supermarket would indicate that if a customer buys coffee powder and milk 

together, there is possibility of buying  sugar.These information can be retrieved for decision making in markets 

for e.g., product placements. In  summation  to the above example from market basket analysis association rules 

are utilized today in many application fields including Web usage mining, intrusion detection and 

Bioinformatics [5]. 
The two significant basic measures of association rules are support(s) and confidence (c). Support(s) is defined 

as the proportion of records that contain X unionY to the overall records in the database. The total for each item 

is augmented by one, whenever the item is crossed over in different transaction in the database during the course 

of the scanning.Confidence (c) is determined as the ratio of the number of transactions that contain X union Y to 

the overall records that contain X. Association rule mining is to find out association rules that satisfy the 

predefined minimum support and confidence from a given database. If the value of support and confidence are 

minimum then the association rule is said to be stronger.  

The Application ofAssociation rule mining in market basket analysis is 

· To observe the point of sales transaction. 
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· From uses information on what customers buy to provide insights into who they are and why theymake 

certain purchases. 
· To predict the product that occurs together. 

Subgroup discovery is a method to identify relations between a dependent variable (target variable) and 

independent variables. For example, consider the subgroup described by ”smoker=true AND family 

history=positive” for the target variable coronary heart disease=true. Subgroup discovery does not necessarily 

focus on finding complete relations; instead partial relations, i.e., (small) subgroups with ”interesting” 

characteristics can be sufficient. The discovered subgroup patterns must essentially satisfy two conditions. 

i. Interpretable for the analyst 

ii. It should be interesting with respect to the criteria of the user. 

Where the Interestingness is typically defined by a quality function, which can take certain statistical or other 

user-defined quality criteria into account. Interestingness rely on the characteristics of the user’s choice. 

II RELATED WORK 

Secure Mining of Association Rules in Horizontally Distributed Databases:A novel protocol UNIFI-KC 

(Unifying lists of locally Frequent Item sets— Kantarcioglu and Clifton)  is based on the Fast Distributed 

Mining (FDM)  Algorithm which is an unsecured distributed version of the Apriori algorithm [1]. The main 

ingredients in our protocol are two novel secure multi-party algorithms - one that computes the union of private 

subsets that each of the interacting players hold, and other that checks for the inclusion of an element held by 

one player in a subset held by another. It offers enhanced privacy with respect to the protocol. It is also simpler 

and significantly more efficient in terms of communication rounds, communication and computational cost. 

A Fast Distributed Algorithm for Mining Association Rules:  Fast Distributed Mining of association rule which 

generates a small number of candidate sets and substantially reduces the number of messages to be passed at 

mining association rules. The FDM algorithm proceeds as follows: (i) Initialization, (ii) Candidate sets 

generation, (iii) Local Pruning, (iv) Unifying the candidate item sets, (v) Computing local supports and (vi) 

Broadcast Mining Results. Main discussion made on two issues first one about the relationship between the 

effective FDM and distribution of data and another one deals with the support threshold relaxation for possible 

reduction of message overheads. Some interesting properties between global and local large itemsets are 

observed. Two powerful pruning techniques are proposed namely global pruning and local pruning which could 

improve the computation speed at data mining preprocessing task [3]. 

Privacy Preserving Association Rule Mining in Vertically Partitioned Data :Here the problem of Association 

Rule Mining where the transaction are distributed across sources were discussed. The two-party algorithm used 

for efficiently discovering frequent itemsets with minimum support levels, without revealing individual 

transaction values from either site. By vertically partitioned,  each site contains some elements of a transaction. 

Using the traditional “market basket” example, one site may contain clothing purchases , while another has 

grocery purchases. Using a key such as credit card number and date,  join these to identify relationships between 

purchases of clothing and groceries. However, this discloses the individual purchases at each site, possibly 

violating consumer privacy agreements. Other problem is to mine association rules across two databases, where 
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the columns in the table are different sites, splitting each row. One databases is designated the primary and it is 

the initiator of the protocol. The other databases is the responder. There is a join key present in both databases. 

The other remaining attributes are present in any onedatabases, but not both. The goal is to find association rule 

involving attributes other than the join key. Finally, it is necessary  to quantify the accuracy and the efficiency of 

the algorithm, in view of the security restrictions. 

Privacy-preserving Distributed Mining of Association Rules on Horizontally Partitioned Data :The overview of  

Privacy Association Rule Mining has been outlined. The two phases are discovering candidate itemsets and 

determining which of the candidate itemsets meet the global support/confidence thresholds. The first phase  uses 

commutative encryption where each party carries out encryption for its own frequent itemsets. The encrypted 

itemsets are then passed to other parties, until all itemsets are encrypted. These are passed to a common party to 

avoid and eliminate duplicates, and to begin decryption process. These set are then passed to each party, and 

each party decrypts each itemset. By this cryptographic technique for preventing the leakage of information 

have been studied [2]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section III the design of the association rule with subgroup 

discovery is presented and provides the detailed description of modules used in the system. Section IV covers 

the conclusion part of this paper. 
 

III SYSTEM DESIGN 
 
The system focuses to build an association rule with cryptographic technique as well as rapid mining through 

the subgroup discovery technique. The modules of the system design include: 

· Collecting the everyday transaction of the customer from various super markets and forming 

homogenous databases for analysis. 

· Building a strong association rule with two significance measure namely minimum support and 

minimum confidence. 

· Cryptographic technique is applied for datasets to perform the mining process in secure manner. 

· Subgroup discovery technique is utilized for faster mining which brings top k patterns. 

The input datasets are collected from marketing field by the point of sale to generate association rule through 

apriori algorithm. In this algorithm, the candidate key is generated for pruning the unwanted dataset before 

scanning the entire databases. 

The following figure illustrates the overall work flow of the system: 
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Fig. 1: Architecture Diagram 
 

3.1 Collection of Datasets 
 
Here the datasets refer to the everyday purchase transaction of customer. The system build the homogenous 

databases ( same schema with unique entities) to feed the observed transaction data from the point of sale in 

various market. 

 
3.2 Association Rule Mining 
 
Association rules are if/then statements that help uncoverrelationships between seemingly unrelated data in a 

relational database or any other information repository. Anexample association rule "If a customer buysa dozen 

eggs, he is 80% likely to also purchase milk."By analyzing the data association rules are created forfrequent 

if/then patterns and using the criteria support andconfidence to identify the most important relationships. 

Support is an indicating term, it indicates how frequently the items appearin the database. Confidence is an 

indication of the number of timesthe if/then statements have been found to be true. Some technique used in 

building the association rule namely Apriori and Fast Distributed Mining Algorithm. 

Apriori is designed to operate on databases containing transactions. The Apriori Algorithm is used to 

findassociations between different sets of data. It is sometimesreferred to as "Market Basket Analysis". Each set 

of data has a number of items called a transaction. The Apriori algorithm outputs sets of rules that tell us how 

often items arecontained in sets of data.  

The FDM algorithm proceeds as follows:  
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1. Initialization 

2. Candidate Sets Generation  
3. Local Pruning  

4. Unifying the candidate item sets 

5. Computing local supports  
6. Broadcast Mining Results   

 
The two parameters for association rule has been calculated by following formula : 

Confidence =Support_count(AUB) Support_count(A) 

3.3 Advanced Encryption Standard 

AES is not exactly Rijndael where Rijndael supports a larger range of block and keysizes.AES has a fixed block 

size and has a size of 128-bits and a key size of 128,192,256 bits.AES is a specification  for the encryption of 

electronic data established by the U.S National Institute of Standard and Technology(NIST) in 2001.  

For analyzing the structure and design of new AES ,the following three criteria were used: 

· Resistance against all known attacks. 

· Speed as well as code compactness on a wide range of platform. 

· Design simplicity along with its similarities and dissimilarities and other symmetric ciphers. 

AES algorithm is a symmetric block cipher algorithm that can encrypt(encipher)and decrypt(decipher)the 

information.AES can encrypt data much faster than Triple DES.AES is included in the ISO/IEC 18033-3 

standard.AES  ismade available in many different encryption packages,and is one of the first publicly accessible  

and open cipher approved by National Security Agency(NSA) for top secret information.  

AES uses 128 bits blocks and key size of 128,192 or 256 bits. It doesn’t have fiesel structure and it is block 

cipher which consists of 10 rounds with four separate functions namely byte substitution, permutation, 

arithmetic operation and Xor with a key. 

The exact transformations occur as follows: each round consists of four steps: 

· Add subkey: A portion of a key unique to this round is XOR with the round result. This operation 

provides confusion and incorporates the key. 

· Byte Substitution: It uses S-box structure similar to DES, substituting each byte of a 128-bit block. 

· Shift row: It is a simple permutation operation. For 128 and 192 bit block sizes, row n is shifted left 

circular (n – 1) bytes while for 256-bit blocks, row 2 is shifted 1 byte and row 3 and 4 are shifted 3 and 

4 bytes, respectively. 

· Mix column: The four bytes of every column are mixed in a linear fashion. This  involves shifting left 

and XOR with the round result. These provide both confusion and diffusion. 

The following figure illustrates the round involved in the AES algorithm: 
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Fig. 2: Round 1 of AES Algorithm 

 
AES has similar operation for both encryption and decryption where the operation get reserved while 
implementing decryption. 

3.4 Subgroup Discovery  

A subgroup discovery task mainly relies on the following fourproperties: the target variable, the quality 

function, the subgroup description language and the search strategy. The target variable (e.g., coronary heart 

disease) may be binary, nominal or numeric. Depending on its type, there are different analytic questions, e.g., 

we can search for significant deviations of the mean of a numeric target variable. The description language 

specifies the individuals from the general population belonging to the subgroup. Subgroup descriptionlanguages 

can be either single-relational or multi-relational. In the case of single-relational propositional languages a 

subgroup description can be defined as follows: Let ΩAthe set of all attributes with an associated domaindom(a) 

of values.V is defined as the (universal) set of attribute values of the form (a = v), a ∈ ΩA, v ∈dom(a) [6]. 

A quality function measures the interestingness of the subgroup mainly based on a statistical evaluation 

function, such as the the chi-squared statistical test. It is used by the search method to rank the discovered 

subgroups during search. Then, quality functions can be used to measure the characteristics of the subgroups 

according to the analytical questions. In the simplest case, one population share is considered, but also several 

shares (segments) can be used, e.g., segmenting by sex = male vs. sex = female. 

 
 
Algorithm 1: 

INPUT:  length limit L and local databases D1,D2......DS. 
Site 1 initiates the secure calculation of |D| and |D+| and broadcasts the result 
site1 creates a local iterator iter and queue Q1, site S creates a local queue QS 
whilehasnext(iter)do 
site1 calculate and broadcasts Si=next(iter) 
site1 generates a random number ri uniformly in [0,....M], enqueuesri in Q1,adds its local support (|D1+[Si]|(1-
P0)-|D1-[Si]|P0˙|D| to riand sends the result(mod M)to site2 
sites 2.......s-1 add their local support to the intermediate sum and send the result (mod M)to the next site 
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site S adds its local support to the sum and enqueues the result,qi + ri(mod M),in Qs 
end while 
while Q1 contains more than 1 value do 
site 1 dequeuesrᾳ and rβ from Q1,generates a random number r' uniformly in [0,....M]and enqueues r' in Q1 
site1 generates and encrypts a circuit that computes(max(qα,qβ)+r’)modM) from.It sends the circuit to siteS 
together with the cryptographic keys corresponding to the input bits for rα,rβ and r’  
site1 sends the encoding table for the remaining inputs to site T 
site S dequeues(rα+qα’) and (rβ+qβ’)from Qs, asks site T for the corresponding cryptographic keys, evaluates the 
encrypted circuit and enqueues the result,(r’+max(qα,qβ)modM)in Qs 
end while 
site 1 and S calculate qmaxby exchanging the two remaining values 
for every subgroup descriptions Si do 
if qi’+ri≥ ri+qmax˙|D| then return ‹si,qmax› 
end for 
 

 
IV CONCLUSION 

Thus the subgroup discovery improves the performance of Association rule in horizontally distributed databases 

which brings top k pattern which leads to rapid mining. It also eliminate the duplicate item set. AES helps in 

preserving the confidential information of the organization. By this association rule mining can be built more 

strongly. 
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ABSTRACT  

Sustainability of an Infrastructure project is governed by a wide range of parameters and indicators 

.These indicators should represent the overall sustainability of the infrastructure projects. Hence 

there is a need to identify the sustainability indicators .The approaches available so far focus mainly 

on some aspects of the sustainability of the project .This paper defines  and identified  the essential   

indicators which can be grouped under the Economic, Environment and Technical heads of 

sustainability. The paper is based on a wide literature survey of the previous research work done in 

the field. A set of key assessment indicators were identified for assessing the overall sustainability of 

infrastructure projects. 
Keywords: Environment, Indicators, Infrastructure, Sustainability. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Sustainable development or the concept of sustainability is fundamental to almost all kinds of human activities 

.Human development  is synonymous with  infrastructure development .The term infrastructure include a wide 

range of services like power, telecommunication ,water supply ,sanitation and solid waste disposal and 

collection, roads ,dams ,railways ,urban transportation, ports, airports[1].During the past five decades more than 

30% of the world bank’s investments were in developing countries for infrastructure projects. Hence assessing 

and forecasting of sustainability of infrastructure projects is of great consequence in decision making for 

sustainable development.[2],[3].The sustainability assessment  of infrastructure projects requires a combined 

approach of environmental ,economic and technical services. Several researchers have analyzed infrastructure 

sustainability from different perspectives .among the available sustainability assessment methods the 

sustainability assessment indicators  approach has proved to be most transparent ,consistent and useful method 

in decision making process [4].No method adopts the dimensions of sustainability .This has been a motivation 

for the study to arrive at a list of key assessment indicators that incorporated all  the elements of sustainability 

and sustainable performance of infrastructure projects. 

II.LITERATURE REVIEW 

Several researchers address models/frameworks for defining sustainability.Venegas proposed that sustainability 

is comprised of inter related systems i.e. financial, environmental and ecological [5]. Some researchers have 

grouped the sustainability parameters into three key categories: Economical, social and environmental. By using 

the key assessment indicators the sustainability of an infrastructure project can be assessed by giving a 
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sustainability score. This could help decision makers find an optimal solution among the available alternatives 

which could give a maximum sustainability score [6]. Indicators are becoming increasingly recognized as an 

important tool in understanding infrastructure sustainability .The Indicators can help in decision making process 

based on measurable conditions and results. Indicators approach of assessing an infrastructure project is not a 

substitute for exercising judgment in infrastructure decision making but an effective tool in decision 

making[7].The sustainability assessment methods are a planning tool. Indicators should have appropriate 

parameters that should make assessment possible. Every project may be evaluated in terms of environmental 

and technical aspects of sustainability where integration and optimal balance of all the three dimensions and 

objectives is needed for overall sustainability. 

Mehmet A.Boz  et al. had developed three innovative system based bench marks to assess civil infrastructure 

projects; namely work ,nature and flow. They proposed a three step methodology compromising of survey 

development, data collection and analysis [8]. 

The research conducted by Melissa M.Bilec et al  , says that though much of the assessment attention lies on the  

environmental effects some methods focus on aspects like energy use hazardous material indoor climate and 

sick building syndrome [9]. 

III.BACKGROUND  

3.1 Construction Industry  

It is one of the clusters of consumption of mankind that places the maximum burden on the environment. In 

order to understand the construction process from an environmental perspective the effects of built environment 

on natural environment have to be studied. The construction process should also be evaluated with a multi 

disciplinary frame work which would lead to sustainable development. 

3.2 Sustainability  

The word sustainable development was first introduced in the report of the World Commission on Environment 

and Development in 1987[10].Sustainable development has three basic dimensions (1) Economic (2) 

Environmental (3) social ([11].Initially the concept of sustainability was only restricted to the environmental 

aspect. As the concept gained momentum the other dimensions like social, cultural and economic sustainability 

gained attention. These interdependent dimensions of sustainability are what constitute the overall sustainable 

development. 

The most evident effect of urbanization and infrastructure development are the division of the land into smaller 

units, the pattern of land use and the intensity of the land use. Hence the concept of sustainable development 

finds its place in order to improve the social structure, economic development and higher standard of living for 

all people. For rough understanding of sustainability the following four aspects can be defined. 

3.2.1. Technical Sustainability: It refers to the design, scientific research and technology, ease and efficiency of 

durable construction, safe operation, material selection ,reduction, recovery, reuse of construction material. 
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3.2.2. Environmental sustainability: Focuses on the effect of the engineering process, the structures and the 

material on the environment. 

3.2.3. Economic sustainability: This refers to the profit making policies. Economic health of communities. The 

impact of the structures on the economic health, employment and the standard of living. 

3.3 Sustainability Assessment 

Several researchers have studied Infrastructure Sustainability from different perspectives. Rackwitz et al , 

proposed a maintenance strategy for improvement  of the effectiveness of a project based on cost benefit 

analysis[12].Assa Amiril et al, proposed a relationship between sustainability factors and  performance for 

Malaysia Railway infrastructure projects[13].Paolo Bocchini et al, developed a unified approach of  Resilience 

and sustainability[14]. Liyen Shen et al, provided an alternative solution for assessing sustainability by 

introducing Key Assessment Indicators using Fuzzy set theory[15]. 

IV. ASSESSMENT INDICATORS 

4.1 Economic 

 It is the statistics about an economic activity. Economic indicators allow analysis of economic performance and 

predictions of future performance.  

4.1.1 Capital Cost: Capital costs are fixed, one-time expenses incurred on the purchase of land, construction 

equipment, and cost of construction of an Infrastructure Project. It is the total cost needed to bring a project to a 

commercially operable status. 

4.1.2 Life cycle cost: Sum of all the recurring and onetime costs over the full life span of the structure or the 

project. 

4.1.3 Financial returns: The gain or loss of a security in a particular period. The return consists of the income 

and the capital gains relative on an investment. It is usually quoted as a percentage. 

4.1.4 Improvement of regional economy: The way in which the proposed Infrastructure project would affect the 

economy of the region. 

4.1.5 Affordability: This parameter indicates the feasibility of the project in terms of the available finances 

4.1.6 Payback period: Payback period in capital budgeting refers to the period of time required to recoup the 

funds expended in an investment, or to reach the break-even point. The time value of money is not taken into 

account. 
 

4.2 Technical Sustainability 
Refers to the ability to keep the project running with minimum down time. 

4.2.1 Performance: This indicator refers to the performance of the project in terms structural designs, whether 

the project is suitable for its intended purpose. 

4.2.2 Reliability: Refers to the extent to which the project is reliable in serving its intended purpose. 

4.2.3 Durability: Refers to the ability of the structure to last for the predetermined period without deterioration. 

4.2.4 Vulnerability to failure: Refers to the extent to which the structure is susceptible to failure and damage 
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4.3 Environmental 
4.3.1 Air pollution: Refers to the pollution the proposed project could cause to the air during the construction 

and operation phase of the project 

4.3.2 Water pollution: Refers to the pollution the proposed project could cause to the water bodies and the 

ground water of the area during the construction and operation phase of the project. 

4.3.3 Noise pollution:  Refers to the pollution the proposed project could cause to the Noise levels of the 

surroundings during the construction and operation phase of the project 

4.3.4 Waste generation: Refers to the waste generated during the construction phase and the methods of waste 

disposal 

4.3.5 Visual impact: Refers to the aesthetic impact the structure would have on the surroundings 

4.3.6 Ecological impacts: Refers to the impact the structure would have on the various ecosystems present in the 

surrounding areas. 

4.3.7 Energy Savings: Refers to the reduction in the consumption of energy from various renewable and non 

renewable sources and thereby reducing the impact on the environment. 

4.3.8 Natural resource utilization: Refers to the extent to which natural resources in the area were utilized 

without causing negative impact to the environment. 
                                 

ASSESSMENT INDICATORS 
S.No Group Indicators 

1 Economic Capital Cost 

2  Life Cycle Cost 

3  Financial Returns 

4  Improvement of Regional Economy 

5  Affordability 

6  Payback Period 

7 Technical Performance 

8  Reliability 

9  Durability 

10  Vulnerability to Failure 

11 Environmental Air Pollution 

12  Water Pollution 

13  Noise Pollution 

14  Waste Generation 

15  Visual Impact 

16  Ecological Impacts 

17  Energy Savings 

18  Natural Resource Utilization 
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V. APPLICATION  
The assessment indicators mentioned above in the table can be circulated among professionals, experts and 

officials dealing with infrastructure projects to arrive at a score for each of the indicators based on level of 

significance. The data so obtained can be checked for reliability by calculating the Cronbach’s Alfa[6]. A Fuzzy 

set theory can be proposed to give the sustainability score to the proposed infrastructure project. This can help 

the decision makers to choose the alternative plans for the proposed Infrastructure project. 
  

VI. CONCLUSION 

Infrastructure projects play a major role in Economic, Social and Environmental activities of any country. 

Therefore before implementation their sustainability performance has to be properly assessed. This study 

therefore introduces a set of indicators which help in assessing the overall sustainability of a project. The 

Indicators mentioned above can be used to assess a project by weighed sustainability score .The application of 

assessment indicators can help decision makers to choose an optimum solution from available alternatives based 

on the sustainability score 
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